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Abstract : The ensemble learning is a process   to  build  a forecasting  model  by  joining  the  collection  of
simpler  base models. These models can be divided into two tasks. They are

1. Increase the set of base learners from the training data and then

2. Merge them as a decision tree to form a complex predictors. In this paper, the boosting algorithm helps to
go to one step additional and constructs an ensemble model by conducting ordered and supervised search
in a high dimensional  space of weak learners. To increase the performance of decision tree ensemble, the
DTEL algorithm (Decision Tree and Ensemble Learning) is proposed in this paper.

Keywords :  Ensemble learning, Decision tree, Data mining, Machine learning, High speed data streams, Data
streams, DTEL algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mining data stream is a succession of data arriving at a high speed and which is ordered by date and time.
Mining high speed data streams has recently come out as a growing field of study in the research.

Data streams includes some research areas such as Machine learning, Database, Artificial intelligence,
Statistics, Decision making, Scientific inventions etc.

For example the data stream real world applications such as finding the credit card fraud, detecting network
violation, whether   forecasting,   mobile   applications   and  application related to high volume of data. Using these
applications the high speed data related problems can be modeled.

Ensemble Learning : It is refers that the several methods that are combined and learns a target function by
training a number of individual learners and combining their forecasting.

Some applications of ensemble learning are :

1. In election the combined voters list helps to choose a good candidate.

2. The opinion of expert committee makes a good decision.

3. The Collection  of individual partial knowledge could be comes as model.

The  ensemble  learning  research  in  data  streams  is  done using MATLAB software.  We believe that this
software is needed to help to improve the evaluation of the method.

We present in section 3  that the block diagram of the proposed new model. Also we present the ensemble
learning concepts and its various methods in this section.
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We present in section 4 that the decision tree which belongs to the most commonly used computational
intelligence model. This can be easily expressed in the form of single logical rule. Furthermore we present algorithm
and output.

2. RELATED WORK

A. Single classifier

The single classifier works for stable data but cannot process for temporary data. Some of these approaches
are related to VFDT approach [1]; this is used in decision tree learning and Hoeffding bounds for confirmed output
methods. These are assumed that the data process is stable time and space. But in this approach we could not
store the examples therefore it was improved to CVFT [2] to concentrate on concept drift.

B. Concept Drift

In the research area it is referred as temporal evaluation and temporary data. The concept drift is assumed to
be unpredictable,  hard  and  it  is  usually  not  considered  as  a concept drift problem.

C. Ensemble classifier

It is accurate than any other classifiers. In this the classifier ensembles are quickly increasing the accuracy.
Also this provides ensemble modifiers. This uses SEA approach, which is intended to read the blocks of data and
builds an ensemble by progressively. Also it uses chunk, in this the small chunk causes an error. In order to
overcome these type of errors we use algorithms to reduce the error rate.

3. PROPOSED NEW MODEL

Fig. 1. Diagram for proposed new model

A. High speed Data stream

Data streams are to be represented as an input data that arrives at a very high rate. This makes stresses for
transmit, compute and store the data. During the stream we need to calculate the different functions on the variable
A at different time ‘t’. They are given as

Processing time per item in the stream is given as Ai =  1,2, .. n. The space is used to store the data on At  time
is t. and time needed to compute a functions on A  is as follows
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In figure 1, the most significant as follows

1. Input : Process one example at a time and inspect

2. Learning : Uses limited amount of memory and time

3. Model :  Be ready to predict at any time

4. Prediction :  The  data  analysis  task  takes  numeric prediction. In this case a model will be constructed
that predicts a ordered value.

These  are  constructs  a new experimental  framework  for high speed data streams

B.   Ensemble Machine Learning

It is refers that the several methods that are combined and learns a target function  by training a number of
individual learners  and combining their forecasting. Consider the function of form

f(x) = α0 + ∑Tk∈T αkTk(x) (1)
where T is the base function which involves thousands of trees. The above process can be divided into two stages.
They are

1. A  limited  Tree TL = T1(x), T2(x), ... , Tm(x), of  basis function is makes from the output data
2. A function f λ(x) is used to build a path to fit the lasso rule. It is given as
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Where TL –  is  the  limited  trees  which  is  produced  by  the boosting algorithm. This is used to reduce the
set, and to save the storage for future forecasting

Need of Ensemble learning :

1. Error reduction : It is a process of reducing the similarity errors.

2. Accuracy : The accurate output of multiple experts can be produced

3. Efficiency : a complex problem can  be divided into number of sub problems that are easier to understand
and solve.

C. Ensemble Learning Methods

1. Bagging : It uses bootstrap sampling methods that are used to generate multiple input data by combining
base classifier from the source learning data.

2. Boosting : This method is used to raise the execution of an imperfect learning algorithm which improves
its behavior in reflection to the lowest error rate of a base classifier (i.e > 0.5 or = = 0).

3. Random forest : It is a technique that constructs a large number of decision trees during training time and
output larger individual trees.

4. DECISION TREE BASED ENSEMBLE

It is a process of dividing the complex decision trees into several simpler decisions. In this the decision tree is
in simple format which can be succinctly stored and sort out effectively as new data.

A decision tree can be built by recursively and dividing as data set into more complete. Also this reduces the
complexity and provided easy understand and interpretable information.

Here we depict a modification in the tree ensemble method that concentrates on individual rules. Moreover to
increase the large number of ensembles in the tree, we build set of rules from each tree. In the following section, we
find the rules by searching the trees.
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Figure 2 depicts a small tree,  with numbered nodes. The following rules can be derived from this
tree:

1. A1(x) = I(x1 < 2.1) 2. A2(x) = I(x1 ≥ 2.1)
3. A3(x) = I(x1 ≥ 2.1). I(x3 ∈ {S}) 4. A4(x) = I(x1 ≥ 2.1). I(x3 ∈ {M,L})
5. A5(x) = I(x1 ≥ 2.1). I(x3 ∈ {S}). I(x7 < 4.5)
6. A6(x) = I(x1 ≥ 2.1). I(x3 ∈ {S}). I(x7 ≥ 4.5)

Fig. 2. Decision Tree Ensemble diagram

From the above, the rule of one dimensional expression  A1, A4, A5 and A6 is equivalent to the tree itself;
hence it is an over-complete basis for the tree.

For every tree Tm  in an ensemble T, we can make its mini-ensemble of rules M

RuleT  and then  aggregate them
to form a larger ensemble, the formula is given below

TRule =
M

Rule

1

Tm

m �

�

This is then treated like any other ensemble.

Algorithm

Step 1:  DT(example, attributes, default)
Step 2: if example  → null then return default
Step 3: else if attributes → null then return mode
Step 4 : else

Best ← choose-attribute
Tree ← decision tree with root

Step 5 :  For each value vi of best do
Examplesi ← { elements of best vi}
Subtree ← DT {example, attributes-best
          MODE(example)}

Step 6: Add tree + subtree
Step 7 : return
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5. ERROR REDUCTION PROCESS

The fit ensembles are used to calculate and store the error in the ensemble objects which can be given as MSE
below

MSE =
( )

N

= 1 – ( ))
t

n
nn n t nd y h x� (4)

Where

• ( )t

nd are reflection angle at step t (the angle is added up to 1)

• ht(xn)are  forecasting  of  the  model ht  which  is burst to response value of yn

This makes the intensity of individual learner for the weighted mean-squared errors.

6. DECISION TREE AND ENSEMBLE LEARNING (DTEL) ALGORITHM

The decision tree constructs the training data sets and the DTEL algorithm helps to construct the ensemble.

Algorithm :

Input

Load the data

Output

Step 1:  Obtain the data

x is predictor data.

y is response data.

Step 2:  Test the quality of ensemble as

y = 1 if x1 + x2 + + ... + xn > 2.5 else y = c

Step 3: Partition the data for independent test as

x = 30% y = 30% Test  x,y

Step 4: Create the ensemble for 200 trees as

Bag = ensemble Fit(x, y, Bag, 200, ‘Tree’, ‘classification’)

Step 5:  Error classification

Apply mean squared error formula

Step 6: Compact the ensemble as

tl: Remove the tree learners y: Remove the data

size: Reduce the memory

C = loss(tl, y(test), size)

Step 7 : End

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The algorithm is written  in  MATLAB– R2014B software with higher configuration system. The training data
sets are used as bagged ensemble problems which can be generated an artificial dataset with 20 predictors. Also
various transactions such as independent test, loss test, validation tests and error reports are generated and their
outputs are stored.
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Fig. 3. From  the  above  figure  the  different  trained  tree values are generated and their results are shown.
 Mainly it was generated from 200 trees of bagged ensemble classification.

Fig. 4. From  the above  figure  the analysis  of the truth functions of the different number of trees in the ensemble are
generated. This also produces the result of independent data
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Fig. 5. From the above figure the loss curve is generated by an ensemble for out of bag approximation
and plot them by other curves.

Fig. 6. From the above figure shown the smaller ensembles containing 50 to 200 trees have generated outputs.
This produces the satisfactory performances. At the end we get a better accuracy and lesser learners.

7. CONCLUSION

To increase the effectiveness of ensemble learning, the decision tree algorithm and DTEL algorithms are
suggested in this paper. Comparison is made between the suggested DTEL algorithm   and   Bagging   algorithm   in
which the DTEL algorithm yields much better performance than the bagging algorithm.
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